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We present an algorithm, based on simulated annealing, for automatic seed matching and three-
dimensional spatial coordinate reconstruction using either three radiographic films or three fluoro-
scopic images taken from different perspectives. The matching problem is defined in the framework
of combinatorial optimization, which allows robust reconstruction in presence of calibration impre-
cision, patient movements, and isometric distortions. Furthermore, by using a global criterion to
select the correct matching, we evade common problems of the three-film method and its variants
in presence of noise. The algorithm has been tested on 112 clinical cases and 100 simulated
implants and used clinically on more than 100 cases. Simulated implants were reconstructed with
an average error of 0.21 mm. For clinical cases, comparison of the precision is performed between
results obtained with this new method and results obtained using the three-film technique. Com-
pared to the latter technique, the reconstruction precision was improved in 62% of the clinical
cases. ©2001 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.@DOI: 10.1118/1.1414309#
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I. INTRODUCTION

As an important step of postimplant evaluation in brach
therapy, three-dimensional~3D! reconstruction of implants
has received considerable attention during past 20 years.
best known and probably the most widely used method
3D implant reconstruction has been the three-film method1–4

According to the reports in the literature5 and our experience
this method does not provide an excellent precision: 90%
the seeds are reconstructed within 2 mm from their cor
position. Approximately 8% of the seeds are reconstruc
with errors greater than 5 mm, and some of the seeds
reconstructed with errors as big as 30 mm. Even if in so
cases a small error is acceptable~2%–4% of the seeds!, it is
preferable to have a reconstruction as accurate as possib
fact, some of our applications require 100% of the seed
be reconstructed within 2 mm from their exact position.

Recently, a number of algorithms based on MRI or C
have been reported.5–7 These algorithms suffer from ambigu
ities created by the space between consecutive images re
ing in the number of detected seeds that can be twice as l
as the number of implanted seeds. Also it is often the c
that some of the seeds are connected on reconstructed im
due to artifacts or insufficient resolution of the images. Th
is no overall validation criteria that can be used to indic
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whether the reconstruction has been successful or not: A
ure to correctly identify one of the seeds on the images le
immediately to a failure of correctly reconstructing that pa
ticular seed, and moreover, since the algorithms are o
forced to reconstruct a specified number of seeds, one f
seed also has to be inserted.

This paper presents a new method that aims at provid
accurate and cost efficient procedure for 3D reconstructio
permanent implants using three sets of projections of se
The algorithm has been validated by reconstructing 100
plants generated by computer whose seed positions
known in advance. 112 clinical implants have also been
constructed and the results were compared with the res
previously obtained using the three-film method.

This new algorithm uses three sets of two-dimensio
~2D! projections of seeds, which can be obtained either fr
radiographic films or fluoroscopic images. At our institutio
fluoroscopic images were adopted since they are an inex
sive imaging modality, they do not require any film manip
lation and, more importantly, they can be used to autom
cally extract 2D projections of the seeds. It is beyond
scope of this paper to describe the procedure of autom
extraction of 2D projections and throughout this paper, it w
be assumed that three sets of projections have already
22728„11…Õ2272Õ8Õ$18.00 © 2001 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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acquired and properly placed in 3D space, according to
geometry of the simulator. A companion paper describes
algorithm for automatic seed localization.

II. METHODS

As for the three-film method, three films or three fluor
scopic images, taken from different perspectives, are use
order to obtain the three sets of projections that will be u
to reconstruct the actual 3D positions of the seeds. A tr
ment simulator is used to acquire the images.

The real problem of the reconstruction is not obtaining
position of the seed but rather forming triplets of projectio
that will be used to reconstruct position for the seeds. T
procedure will be referred to as matching. The match
problem is illustrated in Fig. 1.

For this simple case of two seeds, there are four poss
solutions as shown in Table I. Since there is no way to kn
in advance which projections belong to which seed, the t
lets of the projections have to be found before proceed
with the reconstruction. Due to an extremely large numbe
possible solutions, authors of three-film methods conside
that it was impossible to verify all the combinations. This
due to the fact that in the early 1980s when these meth
were developed, combinatorial optimization algorithms, su
as simulated annealing, were unavailable or relatively
known. The number of possible combinations of projectio
is (N!) 2 whereN is the number of seeds. For an implant
50 seeds there is 10128 possible solutions.

A common feature of all three-film techniques, and t
main cause of its imprecision, is the use of a threshold
eliminate false solution. This approach, although very fa
can generate incorrect solutions as illustrated in Fig. 2.

There are two solutions equally plausible since the d
tance between the lines for both solutions is less than
threshold. When reducing the threshold there is the risk

FIG. 1. Illustration of the matching problem.

TABLE I. All possible solutions for matching the projections of two seed

Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3 Solution 4

Seed 1 p1,1,p1,2,p1,3 p1,1,p2,2,p1,3 p1,1,p1,2,p2,3 p1,1,p2,2,p2,3

Seed 2 p2,1,p2,2,p2,3 p2,1,p1,2,p2,3 p2,1,p2,2,p1,3 p2,1,p1,2,p1,3
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 11, November 2001
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some solutions could not be found due to the imprecision.
avoid this problem a global criterion is used to select
correct solution.

III. RECONSTRUCTION

Because of the intrinsic imprecision of the acquisiti
procedure, imaginary lines connecting x-ray source and
projections will never intersect perfectly and, therefore, it
possible to obtain only an approximation of the seed po
tions. The least-squares solution is used obtain the 3D s
position, as described in the following. GivenM projections,
p1 ,p2 ,...,pM , obtained from M positions of the x-ray
source,s1 ,s2 ,...sM , the reconstructed positionp* of a seed
is the point in 3D space for which the sum of its distan
from the lines connecting the sourcessi to the projectionspi

is minimum, i.e.,p* is the argument that minimizes the fo
lowing function:

f ~p* !5(
i 51

M

d~Li ,p* !, ~1!

where

d~Li ,p* !5 Ip* 2si2
~p* 2si !

T~pi2si !

pi2si
I 2

~2!

is the Euclidean distance between the pointp* and the line
Li . This distance will be referred to as the reconstruct
error for the rest of the paper. Note that the reconstruct
error is not the distance between the reconstructed and a
position of the seed. The lineLi connecting the x-ray sourc
positionsi and the projectionpi is defined parametrically a

p5si1u"~pi2si !. ~3!

It is easy to obtain the following result for the reco
structed seed position by deriving Eq.~1! with respect top* .
Given M projections of a seed, its reconstructed positionp*
is

p* 5F (
k51

M

A i G21F (
k51

M

A ipi G , ~4!

A i5I2
~p2si !"~pi2si !

T

ipi2si i2 , I5F 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1
G . ~5!

FIG. 2. Example of seed configurations that creates ambiguities undetec
by the three-film technique.
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IV. MATCHING

The matching problem can be formally stated as follow
Let the matrixP5@pi j # of dimensionN3M be a matrix

whose elementspi j are the coordinates of the projections
the seeds, wherei 51,...,N is the index of a projection on th
film j 51,...,M . The initial order of the projections is th
order in which the projections are entered in the compu
and are considered as being completely random.

Definition 1:A solution of the matching problem is a ma
trix P5@p i j # whose column vectors pj

5(p1 j ,p2 j ,...,pN j)
T satisfy pjP$all permutations of

(1,2,...,N)%. The solution spaceV is defined asV 5 $all the
matrices as defined in definition 1%.

Cost functionf :V→R is defined as

f ~P!5(
i 51

N

(
j 51

M

id~Lp i j j ,pi* !i2, ~6!

where Lp i j j :p5sj1u•(pp i j j2sj ). The cost function repre
sents the sum of reconstruction errors for all reconstruc
seeds. The optimal solution is a solutionP* PV such that

f ~P* !< f ~P!,;PPV. ~7!

A solution P of the matching problem is a matrix of in
dices specifying which projections will be used to reco
struct each seed; e.g., the seedi will be reconstructed using
the projectionspp i11 , pp i22 , and pp i33 . For example, in
Table I, the matrixP that corresponds to solution~3! is

P5S 1 1 2

2 2 1D .

In other words, we want to find the solution that be
approximates the actual implant using measured projecti
Note that finding the minimum of this cost function does n
imply that each seed will be reconstructed with the minim
reconstruction error.

The optimal solution, which minimizes the cost functio
Eq. ~6! can be obtained using a combinatorial optimizati
algorithm. Simulated annealing proposed by Kirkpatri
et al.8,9 was chosen for that purpose. Simulated annealin
a well-known algorithm successfully applied on a variety
combinatorial optimization problems. The detailed descr
tion of the algorithm is out of the scope of this paper, but c
be found in Refs. 8 and 9. The general functioning of
algorithm is given in the following:8 ~1! initialize control
parameterc0 , initial configuration P0 , and the sequenc
lengthL0 . Setk50 ~number of the iterations!; ~2! generate a
new configurationPk11 ; ~3! if f (Pk11)< f (Pk) the change
is accepted. If not the change is accepted with the probab

expS f ~Pk11!2 f ~Pk!

ck
D ;

~4! repeat steps~2! and ~3! Lk times; ~5! k←k11, calculate
new values forLk andck ; ~6! repeat steps~2!–~5! until some
stopping criteria is satisfied.
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 11, November 2001
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The parameters of the algorithm are a compromise
tween the speed of the execution and the quality of the
lution found: By increasing the algorithm’s speed, the pro
ability that the algorithm will end up finding a loca
minimum rather than the global one is also increased.
implants were generated with known seed positions and
simulated annealing parameters were adjusted until all
implants were reconstructed correctly. The parameters
specified as follows:

~a! initial ‘‘temperature’’ c0 was found by ‘‘melting’’ the
system until most of the proposed reconfiguration w
accepted~95%!;

~b! initial configuration is random;
~c! sequence lengthLk is fixed—steps~2! and ~3! are re-

peated until the number of accepted reconfiguration
greater or equal to 103number of seeds or the numbe
of rejected reconfigurations is greater or equal to 103
number of seeds;

~d! the temperature is decreased using the following co
ing schedule—ck5c0 /(11k* a), wherea53.5;

~e! the algorithm stops when the temperature decreases
low 0.5.

Two different types of reconfigurations were used. For
first type of reconfiguration, two randomly chosen proje
tions belonging to the same, randomly chosen, film are
changed. In other wordsp i ,k andp j ,k are exchanged, wher
i , j P@0,N) andkP@0,M ) are randomly chosen. This type o
reconfiguration is made with probability 0.9. The seco
type of reconfiguration forces the algorithm to explore d
ferent regions of the search space. This type of reconfig
tion corresponds to a random reordering of all projectio
p l ,k , l ,kP@ i , j # and kP@0,M ),i< j , where i and j are also
randomly chosen. The probability of this type of reconfig
ration is 0.1.

At low temperatures simulated annealing becomes an
efficient local search algorithm, since most of the propos
reconfigurations will lead to an increase of the cost funct
and will therefore be rejected. It is possible to improve t
execution time of the algorithm by stopping the simulat
annealing at some point and use a local search algorit
Empirically, it is found that if the simulated annealing
stopped when the temperature falls below 0.5, the solu
will be good enough so that a local search can be perform
to find the global minimum. The local search corresponds
the first type of reconfiguration as described previously
the projections are not chosen randomly: Allp i ,k andp j ,k ,
i , j P@0,N) and kP@0,M ) were exchanged until no furthe
improvement is possible.

The execution time of the algorithm can be shortened
the reconstruction errors@see the cost function of Eq.~1!# for
all the triplets of projections are precomputed. This way, d
ing the execution of the algorithm, the cost function@Eq. ~6!#
can be calculated simply by reading and adding the app
priate values from a table. Note that the number of triplets
not the same as the number of possible solutions. The n
ber of possible triplets isN3. Although additional time is
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required to calculate the table, the performance improvem
is large since the number of evaluations of the cost func
is usually much larger thanN3. The quality of the solution
depends on the quality of the random number sequences
one needs to ensure that the specific algorithm of the ran
number generator will have a very large period. Excell
results were obtained withMersenne Twistergenerator10

whose period is 219 93721 and gives uniform distribution up
to 623 dimensions.

V. CORRECTION OF TRANSLATIONS AND
ROTATIONS

Patient movements, hardware imprecision, and oper
errors might affect the precision of the measured projectio
These kinds of imprecisions will be referred to as distortio
for the rest of the paper. Most of them, however, are isom
ric and the resulting image is a perfect image of the s
cloud at the moment of the acquisition, although taken fr
an unknown perspective. Therefore, there has to be s
transformation that will put the image planes and the x-
source positions so that lines connecting the projections
the x-ray source intersect perfectly. It is assumed that
prostate does not change shape between two consecutiv
ages and that the projections have been found correctly
correct the distortions, the same cost function as define
Eq. ~6! is minimized, but this time with respect to rotatio
angles and translation vectors. If the initial conditions, i.
measured distances and angles, are close enough to the
act values, a strictly local search will end up very close to
desired minimum. It is however possible that, if the rotatio
and translations are corrected simultaneously, the correct
plant does not correspond to a minimum of the cost functi
which might result in scaling the seed cloud. To avoid t
problem, correction of rotations and translations are se
rated.

To preserve the absolute orientation of the implant, one
the images is always kept fixed and the positions of the o
ers are estimated. In other words the following function
minimized with respect to anglesa j , b j , andg j :

argmin
a j ,b j ,g j

j P@1,M #, j Þk

f ~P!5(
i 51

N

(
j 51

M

id~Lp i j j ,pi* !i2, ~8!

whereM is number of films,k is index of the film that is kept
fixed, andak5bk5gk50. The lines connecting projection
and x-ray sources are defined as

Li j :p5sj81u"~pi j8 2sj8!, ~9!

where the rotated projectionspi j8 and x-ray sourcessj8 are
given by

pi j8 5Rx~a j !Ry~b j !Rz~g j !pi j , ~10!

sj85Rx~a j !Ry~b j !Rz~g j !sj . ~11!

The rotation matricesRx , Ry , andRz are defined as
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 11, November 2001
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Rx~a j !5F 1 0 0

0 cos~a j ! 2sin~a j !

0 sin~a j ! cos~a j !
G ,

Ry~b j !5F cos~b j ! 0 sin~b j !

0 1 0

2sin~b j ! 0 cos~b j !
G , ~12!

Rz~g j !5F cos~g j ! 2sin~g j ! 0

sin~g j ! cos~g j ! 0

0 0 1
G .

The correct implant corresponds to a global minimum
this cost function, and this minimum can be found using
local search algorithm if the initial conditionsa j5b j5g j

50 correspond to a point in the same valley as the glo
minimum. Practically, this means that the distortions have
be relatively small: Experimentally, it is found that angul
errors up to 10° can be corrected. However it is reco
mended to keep these errors in the interval~22.5, 2.5!,
which is usually sufficient for all practical purposes.

Since the x rays are approximately parallel in close vic
ity of the iso-center, it is possible to show that small tran
lations of the implant will not affect the shape of the reco
structed implant. Assuming that the projections are corre
matched and that the orientation was well estimated,
translation of the implant during acquisition can be detec
by minimizing the following function:

argmin
e j

j P@1,M #

f ~P!5(
i 51

N

(
j 51

M

id~Lp i j j ,pi* 1ej !i2, ~13!

whereej5@xT yT zT#T is a translation vector.
Since it is the seeds and not the image planes that

translated, it is guaranteed that the size of the seed cloud
be preserved. To minimize the above-mentioned functi
Brent’s Praxis algorithm11 was used.

Until now it was assumed that the projections were c
rectly matched, that 2D projections were perfectly extract
and that the orientation of the implant was correctly es
mated as described previously. In reality it is hardly the ca
The matching algorithm, however, is robust enough to c
rectly match most of the projections in presence of dist
tions as large as rotations of 10° or translations of a f
millimeters. We estimate that the matching is good enou
so that distortions can be corrected or at least their influen
reduced. Also, correction of distortions depends on quality
matching.

In other words, the success of the correction depends
the quality of the matching, and vice versa. To solve t
problem the matching and corrections are iterated until
further improvement is possible. The overall procedure
summarized as follows:

~1! match the projections,
~2! for k50,1,2 repeat steps~3! and ~4!,
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~3! fix the film k and correct rotations,
~4! correct translations,
~5! repeat until no further improvement is possible.

VI. VALIDATION OF THE RECONSTRUCTION

It was shown that a fixed threshold could not always
used to match the projections correctly, especially in
presence of distortions. However, after the correction,
main sources of imprecision in the reconstruction are p
size and imprecise 2D projections. Usually this imprecis
will not result in a reconstruction error larger than 0.5 m
which is an empirically determined value. It is therefore po
sible to detect incorrect matching: If for all seeds the rec
struction error remains below 0.5 mm the reconstruction
be considered as successful~see Fig. 4!.

The fact that incorrect matching can be detected allow
significant improvement of the performance of the algorith
After the first run of the algorithm it is expected that most
the projections will be correctly matched and that distortio
will be corrected. Therefore, the next run of the algorith
can be done with a reduced set of projections. Usually a
matching affects the seeds whose position alongy axis is
similar. Therefore projections that are included in the n
matching are projections assigned to seeds whose recons
tion error is larger than 0.5 mm. Ifpi j is such projection we
include all projectionspk j that satisfy

uyk j2yi j u,d, ~14!

whered51 mm is an empirically determined value. The r
sults presented in Sec. VII are obtained with this modifi
tion of the algorithm.

VII. RESULTS

First, the results obtained with the algorithm we propos
is illustrated on two clinical cases for which the three-fi
method failed. In the first example, the three-film meth
failed because of an angular error of 10°~two films taken at
320° and 330° were accidentally swapped!. Projections of
reconstructed seeds without correction are shown on Fig

Clearly, using a fixed threshold it would be impossible
reconstruct this implant since the seeds are not equally
fected by rotation. Even for perfect matching for some se
the reconstruction error is larger than 2 mm. Our new al
rithm correctly matched and reconstructed the implant. T
angular error of 10° was correctly detected. Projections
the reconstructed seeds with correction are shown in Fig

The second example illustrates the ambiguities create
specific configurations of seeds, for one of clinical cas
Fig. 5. The three-film method found a solution such that
reconstruction errors are smaller than 2 mm. This solutio
incorrect and a better solution is found with the propos
algorithm.

Even if the difference between the two sets of projectio
seems to be small, the effect of this difference in 3D spac
quite dramatic, resulting in a largest displacement of 11 m
which is an unacceptable error, as shown in Fig. 5.
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 11, November 2001
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The validation of the reconstruction can also be illustra
in the example shown in Figs. 4 and 5: Seeds that have b
incorrectly matched have a reconstruction error larger t
0.5 mm ~circled projections! and those seeds were detect
using the criteria defined in Eq.~14!. Note that the validation
is possible only if the distortions have already been c
rected.

The algorithm has been tested on two sets of impla
The first set contains 100 implants whose seed positi
were generated by computer. The second set contains
clinical implants.

In order to simulate distortions, for simulated implan
implants were both translated and rotated before the se
were projected, and each projection was translated s
rately. The conditions of the test are summarized as follo

FIG. 3. Correction of the distortions: backprojected seeds without the
rection ~top!, backprojected seeds after the correction of distortions~bot-
tom!. The open circles stand for the original projections while the cros
are projections of the reconstructed seeds. TheX–Y plane represents the
projection of the seeds from looking down at the patient withX being the
left–right axis andY the implant axis.
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~1! number of seeds randomly chosen from the inter
@40,70#;

~2! all seeds are inside a cube whose dimensions are 434
34 cm;

~3! seeds have been rotated around all three axes—rota
angles are randomly selected from the interval@22.5°,
2.5°#;

~4! all seeds are translated during each ‘‘acquisition’’ for
most 5 mm;

~5! all projections are translated separately in random dir
tions for at most 0.5 mm;

~6! All random values had uniform distribution.

The results are shown on histograms in Fig. 6.
For the simulated implants the distance between the

constructed and exact positions of seeds was measured

FIG. 4. Illustration of the effect of the wrong matching: backprojected se
in case of the wrong matching~top!, backprojected seeds with correct
matched projections~bottom!. Incorrectly matched projections are circle
The open circles stand for the original projections while the crosses
projections of the reconstructed seeds. TheX–Y plane represents the pro
jection of the seeds from looking down at the patient withX being, the
left–right axis andY the implant axis.
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 11, November 2001
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all 100 implants, the average distance was 0.21 mm,
average maximal distance is 1.1123 mm, and the maxi
distance is 2.4557 mm. The maximal distance was gre
than 2 mm for three implants only, for one or two seeds
each implant.

We also reconstructed implants for 112 patients and co
pared the results with the results previously obtained us
the three-film method. For the clinical cases, of course, i
not possible to measure the precision since the seed posi
are not known in advance, but it is possible to measure
relative performance by comparing the results with the
sults previously obtained by three-film method. Since
distortions were not corrected during the reconstruction
ing the three-film method, the new algorithm always giv
better results. In order to make a fair comparison, only
matching produced by the three-film method is used.

The seed positions were reconstructed under same co
tions for both methods including the correction for disto
tions. As a measure of the performance both maximum (EM)
and average (Em) reconstruction error were considere
Clearly the method that gives both smaller average
maximum errors results in a better approximation of t
original implant. The number of seeds in these impla
ranges from 30 up to 97.

Even if the new algorithm gives smaller error in 64%
the cases it does not always result in large difference
tween the two seed clouds. However, for some cases,
difference is as large as 2 cm. For example in Fig. 5
largest distance was 1.17 cm.

For 16 patients, the three-film method completely faile
giving unacceptable error~larger than 2 mm!, and those re-
sults were not recorded. The new algorithm successfully
constructed the implants for these 16 patients. For the o
96 patients the results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

s

re

FIG. 5. The effect of the wrong matching. The open circles represent
seeds reconstructed with incorrectly matched projections. The crosse
the seeds reconstructed with correctly matched projections.X is the left–
right axis,Y is the implant axis, andZ is AP axis.
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FIG. 6. Average error distribution~top! and maximum error distribution
~bottom!.

FIG. 7. The difference between the average errors for 96 clinical patie
EmSA

represents the average reconstruction error of the new method
Em3F

is the average reconstruction error of the three-films method
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 11, November 2001
For 62 patients, the maximum errors were smaller for
reconstruction using the new algorithm, and for 83 patien
the average errors were smaller than the average error o
three-film method. The average and maximum errors for
implants obtained with the new method are shown in Fig

s.
nd

FIG. 8. The difference between the maximum reconstruction errors for
clinical patients. The average reconstruction error of the new metho
given by EMSA

, while EM3F
gives the average reconstruction error of th

three-films method.

FIG. 9. Average~top! and maximum~bottom! reconstruction errors for all
112 clinical cases.
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For three patients the maximum error is larger than
mm and the average error is larger than 0.3 mm. In th
cases, the reconstruction is considered as having failed.
reason for this was found to be limited to incorrect extract
of 2D projections due to a very low contrast on the films

As a validation criteria a maximum error threshold of 0
mm was established. There are two reasons why the m
mum error goes beyond that value. In some cases only a
projections were incorrectly marked~usually 1–3 seeds!. For
the rest of the implants the projections seem to be sc
along they axis, which is probably caused by an improp
position of the film. This problem has not occurred wi
fluoroscopic images.

The execution time of the algorithm depends on the le
of distortions and the number of seeds. For the 112 clin
cases for which the reconstruction was performed, the ex
tion time, on average, was 1 min. Correction is perform
typically in less than 5 s. Note that, in some cases, the a
rithm iterated up to 5 times before the reconstruction w
accepted. In those cases the execution time is larger. Usu
just one iteration suffices. All the results were obtained us
an IBM PC compatible computer with Pentium III process
running on 733 MHz.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A novel algorithm for 3D prostate implant reconstructio
has been presented. The algorithm offers completely a
matic correction of distortions, matching, and validation
the reconstruction.

When compared with the three-film method, the n
method gives an improvement in 62% of the cases. T
three-film method can successfully reconstruct about 8
implants while the new method gives correct reconstruct
in 100% of the cases, provided that the projections are
rectly identified on the images. The new method also off
an advantage of providing an automatic correction of
distortions. Without the correction, the operator has to c
rect the distortions manually, which can be extremely di
cult and can take several hours. A comparison of the requ
times for the reconstruction for the new and the three-fi
method is summarized in Table II.

The algorithm was validated on 112 clinical cases as w
as on 100 implants generated by computer. The results o
reconstruction and a comparison with three-film meth
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 11, November 2001
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were also presented. The algorithms presented in this p
were implemented in C11 and are in regular clinical use a
our institution.
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